INTELLIGENT PRECAUTIONS. Besides the regular contingent who scent from afar " things sold below cost price" (which is always problematical) there are sober-minded persons of both sexes to whom an occasional bargain offers the additional temptation of rarity. Some time ago the papers reported a case of a woman calling herself a nurse who was involved in certain transactions which included receiving money for goods which she undertook to obtain for something less than half the ordinary price. The salaries, and work twelve -or more hours a-day. There are some women, no doubt, who answer to the description, so ably given in "The World of Nurses" (The Hospital, September 2nd), but surely these are in the minority. Consider the hundreds of women who day by day cheerfully fulfil unpleasant duties, and ask that the whole nursing body may not be judged by a few examples, thus "lowering the tone of the profession." All we ask of the public is to leave us alone.
AN UNPROFESSIONAL CORRESPONDENT.
" An Oldfasioned Matron " writes : The note that" you cannot in any way be responsible for the opinions of your correspondents" is a most necessary one, and explains the appearance of the articles by the " Unprofessional Correspondent," who considers her or himself (I think the former) able to judge on a subject of which she has no knowledge?? according to her own confession. She speaks as if self-sacrifice was not present, because a woman takes money for her work. Again, a child told constantly, it may be only in fun, "Don't tell mother," will surely grow up with only a limited idea of the absolute trust which ought to characterise the holiest relation of life. The child, too, who is always brought up to expect a sugar plum as a reward for good conduct, will have a harder conflict when it comes to face the realities of life, and the sugar plums are found most frequently to drop into the mouths of the wrongdoers, than another who has been used at first only to obey because " mother says so," and who loves mother too well to doubt her wisdom, until as time goes on it can grasp the broader principle that "because right is right to follow right, were wisdom in the scorn of consequence." Once more, the child who has been compensated for every trifling disappointment in the nursery will naturally enough look for similar results by-and-bye, and expect to find for every vexation some counterbalancing advantage; and when this fails, as fail it must, who shall estimate the bitterness of the disappointment resulting, may be, in damage to the moral tone, and an extinction of all healthy enjoyment of the ordinary pleasures of life.
To conclude, in what we have said our object has not been so much to lay down rules for other people's thought as to offer such suggestions as may help them to think for themselves, and by pointing out some of the pitfalls to which tiny lives are exposed, to establish a better understanding of baby's importance, and so to conduce to baby's good and ultimate well-being.
